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In the writing of my humble thesis on 'Public Interest Litigation in India - a perspective in locus standi and Social reliefs,' first I owe my dependence on the sole and active guidance of Ld. Dr. Asit Kumar Bose, LL.M, Ph.D. (London). Mention may also be made of Ld. Dr. Amit Sen, LL.M. Ph.D. (London) whose instruction and co-operation at the initial stage also helped me a lot. It needs to be highlighted that the pioneers, if not propagationists so to say of this subject on which I expatiated at length in the light of their wisdom and erudition reflected through their writings, deliberations, discourses and innumerable decisions are no less contributors in the matter.

Acknowledging my gratitude and with thanks to those who deserves as such I place this humble submission for the kind consideration of the authority concerned.
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